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Abstract: The article analyzes the perception of Japan in the middle of the 19th century through the eyes of the Russian writer Ivan Goncharov. As secre-tary of Yevfimiy Putyatin9s mission Çwho concluded the first Russian-Japanese treaty in 1855È, he kept travel notes, which later turned into a famous essay about a trip to Japan. The study is based on a rare edition of <Russians in Japan=, published in 1855, a few years before the appearance of the famous book <Frig-ate Pallada=. Goncharov9s notes marked the beginning of a new stage of aware-ness about Japan in the Russian Empire. His impressions added new colors to the portrayal of the country of Rising Sun, which Russians already knew from notes about the captivity of Vasily Golovnin Ç1816È and the three-volume work of the famous German Japanologist Philipp Franz von Siebold Ç1854È.The valuable edition of Goncharov9s notes from the Library of the Faculty of Asian and African Studies of St. Petersburg State University Çwith an inscrip-tion from the author to PutyatinÈ differs from the text in the <Frigate Pallada= that was subjected to severe revision. Unlike this later version, this one, in many ways, resembles the unredacted travel notes made by Gonncharov during the Putyatin9s mission. Also, Iosif Goshkevich, who mastered the Japanese language during his stay in the country, accompanied Yevfimiy Putyatin as an interpret-er. <Russian-Japanese Dictionary= Çin fact, it is a Japanese-Russian dictionaryÈ was published by him in collaboration with Tachibana Kosai in 1857. Two cop-ies of this dictionary are available in the faculty9s Library Çwith autographsÈ. One was a gift from Nicholas of Japan, and another - from the faculty teacher Kurono Yoshibumi. The authors aim to familiarize the general public with these rarities of the Library, which date back to the time of the conclusion of the first treaty between Russia and Japan and are directly related to the beginning of Russia9s in-depth acquaintance with Japan.
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Japan and the World:  
the origins and history of the dialogue of culturesThe perception of a different culture is always challenging. Usually, contact with something that varied from us activated in the human9s mind the concept of <Us and them=. For the Russian people, this concept is some persistent search for a deep harmony rather than a contradiction. Due to the long-standing ties between Russia and the East on the steppe borders, Asian cultures could be more familiar to Russians than to the Europeans up until the 19th century. However, the first real acquaintance with Japan in the middle of the 19th century shocked Russian people as something completely new. The contact with such a unique culture and mentality felt like a step into the unknown and required deep immersion to understand them. From the beginning of the 17th century until the middle of the 19th century, the Japanese policy of seclusion made the country completely iso-lated from the rest of the world. An exception was made only for the Dutch trading post in Japan. The reopening of the Japanese ports for interna-tional trade occurred only in the middle of the 19th century.In Russia, the early mentions of Japan date back to the middle of the 17th century Ç1643, 1678È. Success in the development of Siberia largely contributed to the search for trade paths with Japan and laying an overland route there. The Russian government intensified the policy in this sphere during the reign of Tsar Peter the Great Ç1710È. A significant contribution belonged to the pioneer Cossacks, who traveled across Siberia by land, went by boats on the Amur River, and looked for ways to the Pacific Ocean. Japa-nese sailors rescued after shipwrecks also stirred up interest in Japan. All of this eventually led to the establishment of a Japanese language school in St. Petersburg more than 300 years ago. Since the reign of Peter I, the Rus-sian authorities deeply cared about initiating political and trade contacts with Japan. Russian envoys, including official ones, repeatedly visited Japan Ç1738-1742 Spanberg, 1792-1793 Laxman, 1803-1806 Ryazanov, 1810-1811 GolovninÈ, although they were not successful at that time.In 1843, the Russian government developed an innovative plan on how <to establish relations with Japan.= However, like many plans before this one, it was waiting for the execution about ten years. The final decision to start the Putyatin9s mission Ç1853-1855È can be characterized as forced and almost urgent due to sudden changes in the international situation. 
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The Treaty of Shimoda ÇThe Treaty of Peace and Friendship between Japan and Russia, å·Üƪg}È, signed by Putyatin in 1855, was the result of almost a century and a half of efforts to find a way to establish trade with the Japanese Ç1710-1855È.The Treaty of Shimoda in 1855 laid the foundation for Russia and Japan relations. Putyatin9s mission included Secretary Goncharov Çoutstanding Russian writer, author of the well-known novel Oblomov, 1859È and drag-oman and adviser Goshkevich. The Russian public had already read the impressions of Golovnin9s stay in Japanese captivity Çedition of 1816È, but the situation in the middle of the 19th century was already crucially differ-ent. The Putyatin9s mission was greatly influenced by the outstanding Eu-ropean Japanologist, German scholar Philipp Franz von Siebold, who was invited to St. Petersburg as a consultant during the preparation of the ex-pedition. The translation in Russian of his opus magnum was published in 

Fig. 1. Portraits of Iosif Goshkevich and Tatibana Kosai ËIvanova, 1993Ì. In the middle there is the first page of the dictionary ËGoshkevich, 1857Ì ÇFrom the Li-
brary collection of the Faculty of Asian and African Studies of St. Petersburg State 

UniversityÈ.
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three volumes in 1854 Çbased mainly on Siebold9s materialsÈ and prepared the Russian people for the perception of information about Japan. After the Putyatin9s mission, Impressions of Japan by Ivan Goncharov and Japa-
nese-Russian dictionary by Iosif Goshkevich appeared. The article intends to present some remarkable observations of the mission9s participants concerning Japan and their acquaintance with the new exotic culture. It focuses on the rare materials from the collection of the Library of the Faculty of Asian and African Studies of St. Petersburg State University, mainly on the first edition of the book <Russians in Japan= ËGoncharov, 1855Ì. The well-known Goncharov9s travelogue <Frigate Pallas ÇPalladaÈ= was published in 1858. However, some parts of it came out three years before, in 1855, on pages of the journals <Otechestvennye zapiski=, <Morskoi sbornik= etc., immediately after returning from Japan. In the same 1855, materials from <Morskoi sbornik= appeared as a 237-page book entitled <Russians in Japan= ËGoncharov, 1855Ì. Compared to the later version, this 

Fig. 2. Two copies of the Russian-Japanese Dictionary, 1857, by Joseph Goshkevich. Title pages include gift inscriptions Çmistakenly called <Russian-Japanese diction-ary= on the titleÈ ËGoshkevich, 1857Ì ÇFrom the Library collection of the Faculty of 
Asian and African Studies of St. Petersburg State UniversityÈ.
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text felt rather raw, unpolished, and almost unredacted, more like a trav-elogue and less like fiction stylized as travel notes. The article overviews the most outstanding fragments of this rich and jewel-like edition, representing the first-sight intercultural communication between official representatives of Russia and Japan. This version of Gon-charov9s notes does not indicate any signs of editing to present a unified conception or ideology, does consist of many repetitions of some topics, and lengthy reflections of the author, excluded from the later text. This study is based on the edition of the <Russians in Japan= from the Library of the Faculty of Asian and African Studies ÇSt. Petersburg State UniversityÈ, signed by the author as a gift to Vice Admiral Count Putyatin <Yours from Yours. To His Excellency Yevfimiy Vasilyevich Putyatin as the most respectful offering from the author=. This version of the text, titled <Russians in Japan at the beginning of 1853 and the end of 1854 Çfrom travel notesÈ by I. Goncharov=, was published in St. Petersburg, in the print-ing house of the Imperial Academy of Sciences, 1855 ËGoncharov, 1855Ì. 

Fig. 3. The book <Russians in Japan= by Ivan Goncharov Ë1855Ì. Title page with turnover; flyleaf; cover; first page with the text ÇFrom the Library collection of the 
Faculty of Asian and African Studies of St. Petersburg State UniversityÈ.
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Goncharov became the secretary of the mission, taking upon himself the duties of keeping a diary throughout the journey, recording impressions about nature, everyday life, and national customs accompanied by his judg-ments and opinions. How did the writer agree to become a secretary, and to what extent was his character suitable? Goncharov9s contemporaries did not understand his agreement to go on a mission. We should also recall Goncharov9s well-known literary character, the famous lazybones Oblomov Çwhose features, thanks to a partial publication, readers already knewÈ. It is appropriate to note that Oblomov, as a character, was probably very close to his author, Goncharov, in his aspirations. Goncharov even had the nick-name <Prince de Laziness= in the literary circle. Contemporaries perceived him as a real Russian barin who loves comfort and delicious food. It was a shock for everyone, who knew him even a bit, when he suddenly went to work as a secretary on a diplomatic mission to an almost unknown country, making a dubious and risky step far beyond his everyday life. Friends did not understand Goncharov. Here are the words from the memoirs of Gon-charov himself, how he came to this decision: <To go... and it wasn9t in my head... I was joking, and yet fate has seized me in its claws, and now I am the 

Fig. 4. Portrait of Ivan Goncharov ËGoncharov, 1879Ì. Title page of the 3rd edition of <Frigate Pallada= 1879 ËIbid.Ì; covers of reprints of the book in the second half of the 20th century ÇFrom the Library collection of the Faculty of Asian and African 
Studies of St. Petersburg State UniversityÈ.
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victim of my joke.= As a result, an exciting essay, <Frigate Pallada= appeared, becoming a <window into the exotic= for Russian readers ËAzarkinaÌ. The head of the mission, Putyatin, was instructed to act in the friendliest tone. Negotiations with the Japanese continued from August 1853 to April 1854. However, the outbreak of the Crimean War in Russia prevented the treaty9s conclusion. Goncharov noted: <It was necessary to think about pro-tecting the frigate and the honor of the Russian flag, therefore, our voyage, aimed at a peaceful and definite goal, changed...with this, the need for me also ceased.= As a result, Goncharov went to St. Petersburg by land through Siberia. Putyatin returned to Japan at the end of 1854 on the frigate <Diana= and then, on January 26, 1855, the Treaty of Shimoda, the first-ever treaty between Russia and Japan, was concluded.Here and further we will discuss the main elements of the image of Japan and Japanese people that attracted Goncharov9s attention during his stay in the country with Putyatin and other members of the Russian delegation.
Japan and the Japanese through the eyes of Goncharov

Nature and wilderness, lack of human fussThe expedition arrived in Japan on August 10, 1853, but it took a month of waiting for permission to enter the harbor Çthe ship had to drift offshoreÈ. Thus, the mission participants could only admire the landscape from the frigate. The views of the islands from the sea seemed unreal, like theatrical scenery. In one sentence, Goncharov managed to tell about the emotions evoked: <&everything is smiling nature; beyond the hills are truly laughing valleys of fields&= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 8Ì. However, the silence reigning around the islands was incomprehensible and unusual for the Russians accustomed to the scope and fullness of vivid emotions. With some amazement, the writer noted: <there is no human fuss, there are few signs of life= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 11Ì, <there is no noise, uproar, shouts, songs, in a word, the seething of life= ËGoncharov, 2008, p. 335Ì. This feeling of dissonance, which arose at first glance at Japan, wouldn9t have left Goncharov until his stay in the country ended. Perplexity and understanding, thoughtfulness and admiration were constantly struggling in his soul.
The theme of nature repeatedly slips into the notes, not only in the form of contemplation and description of beauty but also as reflections on how everything could be changed and improved in the Russian manner. He sincerely does not like the arrangement of the territories. <In general, the Japanese like to stick their hills with rare trees, which also make them look 
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like Easter cakes studded with fake roses= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 99Ì. There-fore, admiring the green meadows, he dreamed how harmoniously the buildings familiar to the Russian eye would fit here. <There, on a high moun-tain, a monastery would stand& It would be good to have warehouse stores here and there, but here, in a heap, as we have in Kronstadt, ships with a forest of masts would crowd&= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 45Ì. In a word, he is a real writer who combines excellent observation and rich imagination.
Patterns of behaviorGoncharov9s talent for acute observation and accuracy was especially evident when he described the Japanese themselves. Goncharov noticed 

behavior traits unique to the Japanese people, comparing them with Eu-ropean traditions. He tried to judge everything distantly, as a spectator, not as a guest. And at each ceremony, he regretted that there was no convenient viewing angle ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 49Ì. Irony, even some superiority, is evident in his descriptions.First of all, the writer and all the Russians were amazed by the tradi-tion of bows and greetings. Despite his amazement, Goncharov accurately described and even brought what he saw into a specific system. So, when meeting strangers, who were the members of the mission, the Japanese, <with their hands on their knees, squatted and bowed, almost to the ground= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 3Ì. In front of the highest rank <quickly falls to the floor, sits on his heels and bows to the ground=. Goncharov called the con-stant readiness to greet a unique feature of the nation. <For example, I have never seen a Japanese man walking upright or standing, but always half-bent, with his hands at the ready, on his knees and just looking around to see if it is possible to bow to someone=, the writer caustically remarked ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 205Ì.
Clothing

Descriptions of traditional Japanese garment are impressive in many aspects. Everything is intertwined here ¾ both amazement and obvious sarcasm. The first Japanese who boarded the frigate were subjected to the most scathing criticism. <They were wearing a blue top, with wide sleeves, and a robe tightly wrapped around the waist and legs. The robe was held by a wide belt. And what else? Nothing yet. No pantaloons, nothing&= ËGon-charov, 1855, p. 3Ì. The all-penetrating gaze of the great Russian writer was extremely sharp. One glance at the guests, and the verdict is ready. Without pantaloons! Like the <X-ray=, the writer managed to get under the <robe= with a critical eye. However, after a thorough acquaintance with the Japa-nese people, Goncharov said that traditional outfits are much more diverse: 
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silk robes, skirts, and <mantillas=. Women9s clothing differs little from men9s: <the same skirts, ... tops closed on the upside= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 85Ì. The author did not hesitate to be sarcastic whenever he saw something new. The ceremonial headdress of the nobles is similar <to ladies9 work baskets, and, perhaps, to the box-buckets with which our women go for mushrooms= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 190Ì. The words that sound offensive but so vivid and easy to understand. The Russian readers, to whom the notes were ad-dressed, could immediately imagine a garment9s colors and looks. The author did not limit himself only to descriptions of clothes, later in the text, he also tried to offer some reasonable conclusions, explaining that the Japanese ceremonial costume was probably created in order to <sit in it with a sense of importance and seriousness=. Despite all the criticism, Gon-charov was greatly impressed by the color scheme of Japanese outfits: soft, delicate, pastel tones that gave mystery and understatement.
Meals and foodRussian readers were fully aware of Goncharov9s craving Ças the author of the book about sybarite <Oblomov=È for delicious food. <How eager I used to read about dinners in other lands, i.e., among foreigners, delving more and more into all the little things; I said, as you remember, how I had an obsession with having dinner with the Chinese or the Japanese! And now this dream of mine has come true= ËGoncharov, 1855, p .193Ì. Gon-charov is quite generous in describing the dishes and related ceremonies. The Japanese tea ceremony, unfortunately, did not impress him. <The tea is excellent, strong and fragrant, but it seemed to us not tasty enough, since it was without sugar= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 194Ì.He wrote numerous descriptions of exotic dishes: <boiled rice without salt=, <crayfish vinaigrette=, raw fish cut into <long ribbons=, <pear as if doused with red sweet sauce=, <pastries that tasted like scrambled eggs=, <duck wing with boiled greens= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 197-198Ì. Unusual sweets: <sweet dough made of some kind of peas=, <blue, white and red sweets that taste partly like potatoes, partly like oatmeal= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 219Ì. And there were many other things. To a modern man, these dishes seem, if not familiar, then at least understandable, but for the 19th century9s Russia, it seemed strange.Particularly shocking was the absence of bread and its replacement with rice and the lack of vegetable oil in food. Another necessary clarifica-tion from Goncharov as a Russian gourmet: <their portions are so small that for a person with a good appetite any lunch there will not be enough for a snack= ËGoncharov, 1855, p.220Ì. This fact seems to have really puzzled Goncharov.
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People and characters, social norms and organization
People occupy the most crucial place in the story of the journey. There 

are portraits of individuals and entire groups. If the Japanese could find out about Goncharov9s impressions, if they knew how readers in Russia would perceive them, they might be upset. <I have hardly seen any beauti-ful faces, but many original ones&= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 29Ì. Women also 
received an unĈlattering description and characteristics. Women are <all dark-skinned=, <all ugly and black-toothed= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 85Ì. De-scribing the Japanese, their faces, and body structure, Goncharov also dis-cussed their ethnogenesis, showing a deep knowledge of anthropology. <Japanese and Chinese are relatives of each other. The same oblong swarthy yellow faces, the same formation of jaws, lips, prominent foreheads and temples, a somewhat flattened nose, black and brown, medium-sized eyes= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 24Ì. The interest of the enthusiastic Russian research-er was not confined only to the faces or clothes or the appearance of people. It was vital for him to understand and appreciate the soul. He was inter-ested in emotions, thoughts, and actions. However, the Japanese failed again to make a pleasant impression on the writer. <What faces, what expressions on them! Not a single figure looks at us, does not follow us with any inter-est... Meanwhile, they all fixed their eyes on the wall or the floor and, it seems, bet on who would make the grimace more stupid= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 59Ì. However, when communicating more closely with the Japanese, Goncharov was surprised to note a lively curious mind, a sense of humor, and the ability to appreciate the small joys of life Çfor example, foodÈ. The Japanese translators who constantly accompanied our delegation signifi-cantly influenced the change in his perception.There were several translators, but the closest communication was with three. Sadagora was an <old, rude cynic=, <a kind of nanny assigned to the Dutch and their thunderstorm=. Ryoda Çin orig. LiodaÈ was a <flattering, bowing rogue= belonging <to the category of old and stagnant Japanese= considering <everything old is beautiful ... everything new ... is sinful=. Kichibe was a 25-year-old young man who <has no old hatred for the new and no faith in the Japanese system of government=, <...he just serves for a salary= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 86Ì. Most of all, Goncharov was impressed by communication with the latter. His reasonable judgments, zeal for learning languages, and sincere desire to communicate - everything was attractive to Goncharov. Even the foxery of the translator, manifested in the desire to please both sides of the negotiations, did not cause disgust to him. Once, in communication with Goncharov, Kichibe complained that he was tired of 
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tense negotiations. <I like to do just nothing... to be lying on my side!=¾ ad-mitted the Japanese. Just like the lazybones Oblomov&
The Japanese9s deviousness and avoidance of clear direct answers both outraged and discouraged. The credential letters were handed over by the Russian side immediately upon arrival in Nagasaki, but the case did not move forward at all. After four months of just hopeless expectations of meeting with real representatives of the Japanese authorities, the delega-tion members wanted to get at least some clear understanding of what to expect. But there was no clarity in the answers and promises of the Japa-nese, nothing concrete happened! <We talk, argue among ourselves about what will happen; it is impossible to draw the right conclusion,= Goncharov wrote in frustration. <&You don9t know how and where the Japanese thought will take direction, what lies in his words. All due to the fact that the Japa-nese adhere to a different faith and beliefs& they use a different philosophy and morality= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 179Ì.For Russians, Goncharov9s gift to observe and draw political conclu-sions significantly influenced the perception and understanding of Japan9s 

political and social structure in 1853-1854. He could perceive and express the spirit of the decline of the Tokugawa feudal era. Adherents of the policy of national seclusion for Japan still hoped to prevent changes, but it was already impossible Çthere was a revolutionary situation on the eve of the Meiji-ishin eventsÈ. <There will be a lot of trouble with the local govern-ment=, <although the people themselves are capable of reforms= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 182Ì. Readiness for mutual dialogue was indirectly confirmed at the New Year9s reception at the beginning of 1854. All members of the Russian delegation were served a special dish: the membrane of <some kind of snail, with which it sticks to the rocks=. The dish was inedible, but it was a symbol of sympathy and affection. On the sign of such a benevolent dis-position, Goncharov sarcastically remarked: <It would be better to say 8stick-iness9= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 195Ì.Then, the final chord was the words of the host of the reception, the old man Tsutsui Hizen no kami sama Çin orig. Tsutsui Hizen-no-Kami SamaÈ, the words that clarified that the first Russian-Japanese treaty would be concluded. <We have come for many hundreds & and you have come from many thousands of miles. We9ve never seen each other, we have been so far apart, but now we9ve met, we9re sitting, talking, and having dinner togeth-er. It9s so weird and nice= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 200Ì. From the Japanese side, Kawaji conducted negotiations on the establishment of trade relations, but Tsutsui was also present at them. <...His every word ËKawajiÌ, the looks of 
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his eyes, even his manners, all revealed a sound mind, wit, insight and ex-perience= ËGoncharov, 1855, p. 223Ì. Eight or ten meetings took place, and then the Japanese government officials left for Edo, the shogun capital.The frigate Pallada Çwith Goncharov onboardÈ left Nagasaki at the end of January 1854. The first stage of negotiations was completed. Among the significant results of the mission was a lot of new information about Japan, which was geographically close but at the same time highly distant from the cultural point of view. Goncharov then traveled through Siberia, arriv-ing in St. Petersburg in mid-February 1855. The Treaty of Shimoda was signed during Putyatin9s new visit to Japan on the frigate Diana a year later, at the end of January 1855, but without Goncharov. Japan is <a locked casket, a box with a lost key, a country that people have tried to look into until now, hoping in vain to persuade them to get acquainted, beckoning it with gold, weapons, and cunning politics= ËGon-charov, 1855, p. 2Ì. By the middle of the 19th century, the Japanese people found their lost key and began to share with the surrounding countries the treasures from the casket of the alluring culture of Japan.
Instead of ConclusionIn conclusion, here are a few remarks. Goncharov9s impressions of Japan in their almost raw form, as they are considered above, can some-times be perceived as sharply critical or even paradoxical. Perhaps someone today could accuse the great writer of a lack of tolerance Çwhich has become so popular todayÈ. However, it is appropriate to offer a different point of view. Despite <external irony= Çsometimes perceived even as sarcasm and superiorityÈ, Goncharov is moved by <inner benevolence= Ça desire to comprehend a different culture and give Russia a chance for dialogueÈ. The first ÇironyÈ, in the case of Goncharov, is only a form of verbal expression of thoughts. The latter Çinternal benevolence, friendlinessÈ has almost al-ways been a prevailing feature of Russia9s foreign policy in relations with Japan Çand with other countries as wellÈ. Unfortunately, Russia9s interna-tional partners have not always understood and accepted this point. It is internal goodwill Ças in the case of GoncharovÈ that can greatly benefit establishing a dialogue of cultures.
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�==>F4F<O: ŜƑſƑƛƞ ƎƍƐƁƞƘƄƌſ ƁƍƐƎƏƇƞƑƇƝ ŪƎƍƌƇƇ Ɓ ƐƄƏƄƃƇƌƄ XIX ƁƄƉſ ƂƊſƆſƋƇ ƏƒƐƐƉƍƂƍ ƎƇƐſƑƄƊƞ œ. ŋ. ŎƍƌƖſƏƍƁſ. ŌƒƃƒƖƇ ƐƄƉƏƄƑſƏƄƋ ƋƇƐƐƇƇ Ő. ō. ŚƒƑƞƑƇƌſ ÇƆſƉƊƝƖƇƁƗƄƈ ƎƄƏƁƚƈ ƏƒƐƐƉƍ-ƞƎƍƌƐƉƇƈ ƃƍƂƍƁƍƏ Ɓ 1855 Ƃ.È, ƍƌ ƁƄƊ ƎƒƑƄƁƚƄ ƆſƋƄƑƉƇ, Ɓ ƇƑƍƂƄ ƐƑſƁƗƇƄ ƐƍƖƇƌƄƌƇƄƋ ƍ ƎƒƑƄƗƄ-
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ƐƑƁƇƇ Ɓ ŪƎƍƌƇƝ. ō ƐƑſƑƛƄ ƏſƐƐƋƍƑƏƄƌƍ ƏƄƃƉƍƄ ƇƆƃſƌƇƄ «śƒƐƐƉƇƄ Ɓ ŪƎƍ-ƌƇƇ», ƍƎƒƀƊƇƉƍƁſƌƌƍƄ Ɓ 1855 Ƃ., ƌƄƐƉƍƊƛƉƇƋƇ ƂƍƃſƋƇ ƏſƌƄƄ ƎƍƞƁƊƄƌƇƞ ƇƆƁƄƐƑƌƍƈ ƉƌƇƂƇ «şƏƄƂſƑ <ŚſƊƊſƃſ=». ōƎƄƖſƑƊƄƌƇƞ ŎƍƌƖſƏƍƁſ ƃſƊƇ ƌſ-ƖſƊƍ ƌƍƁƍƋƒ ƜƑſƎƒ ƆƌſƉƍƋƐƑƁſ ƏƒƐƐƉƇƔ ƖƇƑſƑƄƊƄƈ Ɛƍ ƐƑƏſƌƍƈ ōƍƐƔƍƃƞƘƄ-Ƃƍ ŜƍƊƌƕſ, ƎƍƐƉƍƊƛƉƒ ƏſƌƄƄ ƒƅƄ ƎƒƀƊƇƉƍƁſƊƇƐƛ ƆſƎƇƐƉƇ ƍ ƎƏƄƀƚƁſƌƇƇ Ɓ ƎƊƄƌƒ ō. ŗ. ŎƍƊƍƁƌƇƌſ Ç1816È Ƈ ƑƏƄƔƑƍƋƌƇƉ ƇƆƁƄƐƑƌƍƂƍ ƌƄƋƄƕƉƍƂƍ ƞƎƍ-ƌƍƁƄƃſ ş. ŒƇƀƍƊƛƃſ Ç1854È.šƄƌƌƍƄ ƇƆƃſƌƇƄ ŎƍƌƖſƏƍƁſ ƇƆ ƀƇƀƊƇƍƑƄƉƇ ōƍƐƑƍƖƌƍƂƍ ƓſƉƒƊƛƑƄƑſ ŜſƌƉƑ-ŚƄƑƄƏƀƒƏƂƐƉƍƂƍ ƂƍƐƒƌƇƁƄƏƐƇƑƄƑſ ÇƐ ƃſƏƐƑƁƄƌƌƍƈ ƌſƃƎƇƐƛƝ ƍƑ ſƁ-ƑƍƏſ ŚƒƑƞƑƇƌƒÈ ƍƑƊƇƖſƄƑƐƞ ƍƑ ƑƄƉƐƑſ, ƁƍƗƄƃƗƄƂƍ Ɓƍ «şƏƄƂſƑ <ŚſƊƊſƃſ=», ƀƒƃƒƖƇ ƎƍƖƑƇ ƌƄƍƀƏſƀƍƑſƌƌƚƋ, ƌƄ ƎƍƃƁƄƏƂƌƒƑƚƋ ƐƄƏƛƄƆƌƍƈ ƏƄƃſƉƕƇƇ ƋſƑƄƏƇſƊƍƋ, ƀƊƇƆƉƇƋ Ɖ ƍƏƇƂƇƌſƊƒ ƐſƋƇƔ ƎƒƑƄƁƚƔ ƆſƎƇƐƍƉ ŎƍƌƖſƏƍƁſ. ŝſƉƅƄ Ɓ ƋƇƐƐƇƇ Ɓ ƉſƖƄƐƑƁƄ ƎƄƏƄƁƍƃƖƇƉſ ƐƍƐƑƍƞƊ œ. ŋ. ŎƍƗƉƄƁƇƖ, ƍƐƁſƇƁſƁ-ƗƇƈ ƞƎƍƌƐƉƇƈ ƞƆƚƉ Ɓ ƎƏƍƕƄƐƐƄ ƎƏƄƀƚƁſƌƇƞ Ɓ ƐƑƏſƌƄ. Śƍ ƁƍƆƁƏſƘƄƌƇƇ ƇƋ ƁƋƄƐƑƄ Ɛ ƞƎƍƌƕƄƋ ŝſƑƇƀſƌſ ŕƍƐſƈ ƀƚƊ ƇƆƃſƌ ƏƒƐƐƉƍ-ƞƎƍƌƐƉƇƈ ƐƊƍƁſƏƛ Ç1857È. ŏƁſ ƜƉƆƄƋƎƊƞƏſ ƜƑƍƂƍ ƐƊƍƁſƏƞ ƇƋƄƝƑƐƞ Ɓ ƀƇƀƊƇƍƑƄƉƄ ƓſƉƒƊƛƑƄƑſ ÇƐ ſƁƑƍƂƏſƓſƋƇÈ. řƃƇƌ ƎƍƊƒƖƄƌ Ɓ ƃſƏ ƍƑ ŘƇƉƍƊſƞ ŪƎƍƌƐƉƍƂƍ, ƁƑƍƏƍƈ ¾ Ǝƍ-ƃſƏƄƌ ƎƏƄƎƍƃſƁſƑƄƊƝ ƓſƉƒƊƛƑƄƑſ ŕƒƏƍƌƍ űƐƇƀƒƋƇ. šƄƊƛƝ ſƁƑƍƏƍƁ ƀƚƊƍ ƍƆƌſƉƍƋƇƑƛ ƗƇƏƍƉƒƝ ƎƒƀƊƇƉƒ Ɛ ƜƑƇƋƇ ƏſƏƇƑƄƑſƋƇ ƀƇƀƊƇƍƑƄƉƇ, ƉƍƑƍƏƚƄ ƁƍƐƔƍƃƞƑ Ɖƍ ƁƏƄƋƄƌſƋ ƆſƉƊƝƖƄƌƇƞ ƎƄƏƁƍƂƍ ƃƍƂƍƁƍƏſ śƍƐƐƇƇ Ƈ ŪƎƍƌƇƇ Ƈ ƇƋƄƝƑ ƎƏƞƋƍƄ ƍƑƌƍƗƄƌƇƄ Ɖ ƌſƖſƊƒ ƒƂƊƒƀƊƄƌƌƍƂƍ ƆƌſƉƍƋƐƑƁſ Ɛ ŪƎƍƌƇƄƈ Ɓ śƍƐƐƇƇ.
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